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Sets of grooves in the grooved terrain of Ganymede belong to several classes: elongate groove lanes, blocky grooved 
polygons, reticulate polygons with orthogonal groove sets, and c o m p k  grooved polygons with bifurcating and intricately 
crosscutting grooves (1). Reticulate polygons are usually not extensively resurfaced, while the other tectonic types are 
developed in resurfaced areas. The grooves in reticulate terrain are irregular troughs parallel and perpendicular to 
arcuate furrows, but grooves in lanes and grooved polygons are linear and often have raised rims. Groove lanes are 
usually bounded by pronounced deeper grooves. 

The chronology of grooved terrain formation has been studied by (21, who proposed that ancient furrowed terrain 
develops first into reticulate and then grooved terrain, and (3) who proposed that  groove lanes fracture furrowed terrain 
into polygons that are subsequently resurfaced and grooved. In this study we attempt to integrate observed tectonic 
patterns and comparisons of terrain types to terrestrial analogs. We then propose a general sequence of events, which is 
tested using detailed geologic mapping and crater density statistics. 

Important aspects of spatial patterns of groove sets are (a) structural control by pre-existing furrows, and possibly 
fractures related to tidal despinning (1,4), (b) similar sizes and aspect ratios of nearby polygons of different tectonic 
types, and (c) patterns of resurfacing suggesting floodmg of downdropped blocks (2). Resurfaced groove lanes taper a t  
tips to dark, raised-rimmed troughs surrounded by patchy light material, implying a sequence of initial fracture followed 
by emplacement of discontinuous light material and then flooding (5). The most important temporal pattern is the 
superposition of younger groove lanes and throughgoing grooves on margins of grooved polygons and apparent 
topographically confined edges of Light smooth material. 

Groove lanes are broadly similar to continental rifts in plan form, with development in pre-existing zones of 
weakness, and the sequence of fracture followed by resurfacing (6). The low central portions (1) and bounding troughs of 
groove lanes are consistent with passive stretching of the lithosphere (7) by global expansion. In aspect ratio, grooved 
polygons resemble terrestrial zones of distributed intracontinental extension. The location of grooved polygons between 
closely-spaced rift-like groove lanes may have resulted from lithospheric thinning (8), as  is found beneath srnall blocks 
between branches of continental rifts (6). 

On the basis of these patterns and comparisons, we propose a general sequence of events during grooved terrain 
formation. First, dissection of furrowed terrain into polygons by throughgoing incipient rifts, with thinning and probable 
fracture of the polygons a s  relief of tectonic stress is concentrated in the thinned lithosphere. Second, flooding of 
downdropped areas and continuing fiacture of the polygons. Third, a s  the lithosphere thickens again, repeated 
reactivation of rifts (groove lanes), concentrated along the throughgoing zones of weakness. 

Central Uruk Sulcus was used as a study area because the of intricate groove patterns and thorough study of the 
area by other investigators. A detailed geologic and structural map of the area was constructed using (a) superposition 
relationships of smooth deposits marginal to groove sets, (b)  cross-cutting relationships of grooves and craters, (c )  
identification of flooding by burial of pre-existing intergroove topography, and (d) identification of throughgoing zones of 
weakness by the repeated reactivation of structural boundaries. Six major time-stratigraphic units of reticulate and 
grooved terrain were recognwd, and show a progression in styles of tectonism and resurfacing. The units are (A) 
Reticulate polygons: patchy resurfacing, possibly pyroclastic; irregular troughs parallel and perpendicular to furrows, 
structurally eroding pre-existing topography; (B) Old grooved terrain, lower stage: flooding or pyroclastic activity; 
partially buried reticulate terrain; (C) Old grooved terrain, upper stage: flooding; development within grooved polygons of 
single groove sets parallel to a furrow set; (D) Intermediate grooved terrain, upper stage: flooding; large groove lanes 
concentrated a t  throughgoing fractures; few polygons; (E) Intermediate grooved terrain, upper stage: flooding; short 
groove lanes concentrated a t  throughgoing fractures; fewer polygons; (F) Young grooved terrain: flooding; major groove 
lanes only a t  throughgoing fractures. This sequence corresponds to the proposed sequence, with unit A forming in stage 
1, units B-C in stage 2, and, units D-F in stage 3. Schematic diagrams summarizing this sequence of events, illustrating 
surface morphology and inferred subsurface structure, are shown in Fig. 1. 

The validity of the sequence of events derived through geologic mapping was tested using crater density statistics 
(Table 1). Craters were counted in each of the time-stratigraphic units, as  well a s  in crater ejecta and adjacent regions of 
furrowed terrain. We found a statistically sigdicant decrease in crater density in progressively younger units, for units 
A through E. Unit F covers only a small area, so the inherently large error in crater counts suggests only that there is 
no significant age difference from unit E. In all units there is a deficit of craters a t  sizes < 10 km, consistent will partial 
burial of younger structures by flooding and structural erosion of preexisting topography during reticulate terrain 
formation. The deficit for craters a t  diameters < 3  km may be due to burial by the ejecta blankets of larger craters. The 
large difference between crater densities in the oldest and youngest units indicates that the grooved terrain in Uruk 
Sulcus was emplaced gradually over hundreds of millions of years. 

There is a clear distinction between the dominant orientations of grooves in groove lanes and grooved polygons. As 
documented by (9), the regionally preferred orientations are WNW and NNE. Both orientations occur in grooved 
polygons, but almost all groove lanes are oriented W to NW. We interpret this distinction in light of structural control of 
groove orientation by older fractures, furrows (I) ,  and fractures due to tidal despinning (4). Grooves in grooved polygons 
occur a t  orientations parallel to two sets of furrows to the north in Galileo Regio, the arcuate and the subradial furrows 
(10). We propose that in both the reticulate terrain, where grooves have similar orientations, and in the grooved 
polygons in Uruk Sulcus, grooves were formed by reactivation of buried furrows. The groove lanes are generally parallel 
to the arcuate furrows, but also occur a t  orientations expected for fractures due to tidal despinning. We propose that the 
groove lanes and the inferred underlying throughgoing zones of weakness are related in orientation to tidal despinning 
fractures a s  well as furrows. 
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Mapping of select areas of grooved terrain in both the subJovian and antidovim hemispheres reveals the recurrent 
pattern of breakup of dark terrain by groove lanes and throughgoing grooves, forming dark, reticulate, smooth, and 
grooved polygons. In the JG-4 quadrangle as in Uruk Sulcus, grooved polygons consistently predate groove lanes. 
Therefore, the process of grooved terrain formation seen in Uruk Sulcus is not strictly local, but appears to occur on a 
widespread scale. Our current work includes digitization of tectonic features and determination of stratigraphic 
relationships of tectonic units on a global scale. 

In summary, the grooved terrain of Ganymede developed at  least locally over a long period, and on a widespread 
scale by the intersection of throughgoing grooves along inherited zones of weakness. In Uruk Sulcus and in the JG-4 
quadrangle, blocks between the throughgoing grooves were fractured and resurfaced, and in later stages of grooved 
terrain formation fracture and flooding were concentrated along the major zones of weakness. 
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Table 1. Cumulative crater densities in Uruk Sulcus, lo6 km-2 

Unit > 5  km > l o  km >20 km 

Furrowed 458 + 64 233 + 46 47 +_ 20 
B-C 205 + 37 98 + 25 37 f 15 

D 190 + 46 98 33 47 + 23 
E 123 + 40 75 + 40 38 + 27 
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Fig. 1. Schematic block diagrams of the inferred sequence of events during the development of grooved terrain in Uruk 
Sulcus. Initially (a), undeformed dark terrain contains zones of weakness from tidal despinning and furrows. Stage 1 bj 
of grooved terrain development includes formation of incipient rifts along throughgoing zones of weakness. In ter -d t  
lithospheric blocks are thinned and fractured by the reactivation of furrow-related zones of weakness. In stage 2 (c), the 
blocks or polygons and other low-lying areas are flooded and the blocks are fractured internally. In stage 3 (d), groove 
lanes are repeatedly form,ed by reactivation of the throughgoing zones of weakness. Areas repeatedly cross-cut by 
groove lanes are usually multiply resurfaced. 


